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Opinion

As we are well into the Last Days, we see that Chain is poised to 
become the world’s next superpower with the USA on its way out. 
What happened to the USA?

I think the decline and fall of the US was due mainly to moral 
corruption and greed. We have corruption in business, the 
professions, politics, and sports etc. Underlying moral corruption is 
a believe that it is every man or woman for themselves. JF Kennedy 
proposed at the beginnings of the loss of innocence, “Don’t ask what 
your country can do for you. Instead, ask what you can do for your 
country!” It is the simple question: Are we all in it together, or is 
it every man for himself? Of course, this is selfishness. We people 
compete, it is good to bring out the best in a country. But when 
they cheat it brings out the worst. Citizens have the feeling or why 
should I be a law-abiding sucker when the rest are cheating at life? 

Take Washington politics for example. Who is more corrupt 
that Donald Trump? It goes back some time to where his win at all 
costs became the norm. Think about Richard Nixon. Win at all costs. 
He thought he was above the law. Ordinary citizens become cynical. 
The system starts to unravel. Trump said that he was going to drain 
the swamp. It is a swamp, but Trump made it worse. Powerful 
lobbyists are said to control Washington Politicians. And it is all 
for the sake of greed. Washington spending is out of control. They 
spend more than they are taking in. That is like a sick gambler; he 
doesn’t know when to stop spending. The little guy can’t see why 
he pays so much in taxes while the rich go free. In Business, we 
have characters such as Geoff Bezos. Amazon is one of the biggest 
companies in the world, yet somehow paid zero in taxes. 

The Police are corrupt. They treat the average citizen as he 
were a criminal. It’s worse depending upon the color of your skin. 
Police have to face a job every day where the next person you pull 
over may haul out a gun on you. The police become cynical and even 
more corrupt. They see professional athletes making hundreds 
of millions of dollars for playing a boys game such as football or 

baseball. A lot of the athletes such as Britnay Grinder are on drugs. 
The black population in the US is stereotypically committing crimes 
-on drugs. The mafia get rich on crime and drug trafficking. The 
police rarely touch them. They after the little guy not wearing his 
seat belt. What about the crimes of gangs and the Mafia?

One in three black American males s involved in the US penal 
system-either in hail, on parole or awaiting sentencing. No wonder 
the police beat up young black men. They see it every day. Is the 
US a nation under Law and under God? Most of the country is on 
illegal drugs. This is a crime. Young people have no hope of living a 
long, fulfilling life. The example was set by the hippies. The US sees 
a lot of drug trafficking across is southern border. Immigrants are 
destroying the good ol’ USA. Immigrants used to come to the USA 
to build a better life and a better country. Now they come to tear it 
down. How about all those Muslim immigrants. Minnesota elected 
a Muslim to the US Congress. The Muslim are blowing up the Twin 
Towners in New City? Three thousand people died! It takes an 
extreme right winger to see what is happening to the USA. And a 
Trumper none the less. Muslims are destroying the US from within. 
They use the laws of the US to take advantage of an open system. 
And the government encourages it by calling for multiculturalism. 

 Even what was supposed to be the last bastion of good morals 
was the Church. The US is mostly a protestant nation. They are 
protesting the Catholic Church. Who is more corrupt that the 
Catholic Priests? They are trusted to hold up orals when they are 
worse than everyone else. If you don’t have an absolute truth, 
everyone thinks it’s a make it up as you go. And that’s what they 
do. I knew two Wesleyans who would steal and call it “corban”; 
or humiliate someone about their looks. No real Christian values. 
Sexual immorality abounds too. We have over 50% of the new 
babies being born illegitimate. The mothers and fathers are 
immoral. Their illegitimate children will testify against them on the 
day of Judgement. It has lead to the demise of the nuclear family 
where kids learned to be upright, moral, citizens. How about the 
divorce rate? How about the introduction of homosexuality into the 
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world of young people. Every child thinks he or she has a “right” to 
question his or her sexual identity. Men dress up like women and 
wear false breast. Talk about mixed up. Now they want to adopt 
children. How about Gay Marriage? How about Jimmy Swagart? 
Jesus was very hard on hypocrites: the Pharisees. 

Fornication and adultery are out of control. Babies have always 
been born out of wedlock. But generations ago, it was not as open 
nor likely as frequent. Fr Benedict Groeschel (may he rest in peace) 
said that he grew up in a wholesome country in New Jersey. He said 
it isn’t whole some anymore. It is customary for young people to be 
on drugs and fornicating. It’s the culture. And what is more morally 
corrupt than Hollywood. It first began with frequent divorce. Then 
came the drugs and the vulgar music. Immoral Music by Rappers 
– have heard the lyrics? - are given prizes for their work. They are 
paid tens of millions of dollars to corrupt the youth. It seems like 
the black man is on a mission to destroy the USA. Granted there 
are some black men who are upright, but they are the exception. 
Why do we pay sports figures hundreds of millions of dollars when 
Engineers and School Teachers just get by? Who is the sucker? 

White women have a beef against their white men. White men 
have allowed women, whom I think rarely have character, see their 
men as the enemy. Some proclaim God is a woman! They claim 
absolute right s over their body so they may murder in the name of 
woman’s freedom. They use birth control to abuse men. Where will 
it stop if the white man is hated by the white women? Add to this 
that average young citizens are saddled with a huge debt burden 
just to get an education. Housing prices are such that they’ll never 
be able to buy a house. They bang their heads against the wall. To try 
to make the system work, but it doesn’t. The baby boomers spent 
out of control. It is not future generations that will pay it back; it is 

the next generation. There were no jobs, and no one cared. If you get 
sick, it will likely bankrupt you. If the government doesn’t care, why 
should the average citizen? Why invest yourself in a system that 
doesn’t work anymore? They may participate for a decade, or two, 
or three…. Then that’s it. The systems come falling down. It all stem 
from a lack of faith in God- and the True Church that He founded. 
The US can turn things around if they get a strong hand elected. 
China is on its way to becoming the next world’s superpower. 
Can the average American get organized so their government can 
prevent it? The first step to being great is you got to want to be 
great. Then it requires a lot of cooperation and teamwork. Granted 
things will never be perfect in the USA nor China. But the USA has 
a long way to go to become Great Again. What kind of country do 
you have when everyone feels the need to carry a gun? What do you 
presume about your neighboring citizen?

When I think of Donald Trump, I think of Stormy Daniels. When 
I think of Mike Pense, I think of January 6th. Who can lead the USA 
out of the woods? I don’t think it can be done now. It’s too far gone. 
The nuclear family where morals are taught has disintegrated. The 
era of the Church is over thanks to the priests and Bishops. How 
you can recover from that, I don’t know. It would take a miracle and 
at least three generations. China won’t allow the USA to have that 
kind of time. They are knocking at the door now. So, we’ll have to 
say Audios to the good Ol’ USA and with it, western civilization. God 
destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah for the same crimes. We can’t even 
find where they were located! The USA too will be forgotten. Now 
you know why. And don’t think evangelism will fix the problem. 
They exacerbate it. It’s a broken system, and you need a moral 
engineer to fix it. You need the True Church which is now going 
through the longest funeral in History. The end of the West is within 
sight. Learn Mandrin!
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